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ABSTRACT

Urbach-Wiethe disease is a rare, autosomal recessive disorder, characterized by infiltration of periodic acid-Schiff positive hyaline material into the skin, oral cavity, larynx and internal organs. The clinical manifestations include hoarseness of voice, beaded papules along the eyelid margins, skin scarring and an inability to protrude the enlarged and thickened tongue. Laryngeal involvement is typical and causes hoarseness of voice. In this paper, we present a case of a middle-aged female with clinical features suggestive of Urbach-Wiethe disease. This entity is of interest to the otolaryngologist as it is a rare cause of hoarseness of voice.
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INTRODUCTION

Urbach-Wiethe disease, also known as lipoid proteinosis or hyalinosis cutis et mucosa, is a rare mucocutaneous disorder reported mainly in patients with a European ancestry. It was first described by Seibenmann in 1908 but the first detailed report was made by Urbach and Wiethe in 1929. Hoarseness is observed in early childhood associated with infiltration and thickening of the skin. It is an autosomal recessive disorder, caused by widespread deposition of a lipoprotein complex in the skin, mucous membranes of the mouth and larynx and occasionally other organs. This hyaline-like material is periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) positive and diastase resistant. It has been shown that this disease is caused by mutations in the extracellular matrix protein 1 gene (ECM1 gene).

CASE REPORT

A 35-year-old female presented to the outpatient Department of Otorhinolaryngology of Mahatma Gandhi Medical College and Research Institute, Puducherry, with chief complaints of hoarseness of voice since childhood. A history of weak cry at birth was elicited. The hoarseness of voice had gradually progressed with time but there was no history of speech impairment. The patient developed multiple popular lesions of the skin over the face and extremities at about 5 years of age, which on healing showed scarring. There was thickening and beading of the margins of the eyelids. The patient gave a history of recurrent episodes of convulsions in childhood not associated with fever. The patient was a product of a consanguineous marriage with an uneventful pregnancy and labor. There was a history of similar complaints in one of her siblings but there was no such history in either of her parents. There was no history of any other neuropsychiatric disturbances or visual impairment. There was no history of photosensitivity, facial edema, joint swellings or joint pains. The patient had no specific nasal or aural complaints. There was no history suggestive of any other systemic complaints.

General examination of the patient showed a moderately built and nourished, otherwise healthy female. The patient had a hoarse voice and was pale. Examination of the skin showed multiple waxy skin colored and hyperpigmented papules arranged discretely seen over the extensor aspect of upper limbs, face, chest, trunk and axilla (Fig. 1). Beaded papules were seen along the margins of the upper and lower eye lids (moniliform blepharosis) (Fig. 2). Examination of the oral cavity revealed restriction of mouth opening up to grade II trismus. The patient’s lips were indurated, fissured and drawn inwards. The tongue was enlarged, firm, bald, and the patient was unable to protrude the tongue beyond the lip margins (Fig. 3). The buccal mucosa was pale and indurated. Indirect laryngoscopy revealed nodules in the epiglottis and vocal cords (Fig. 4). Both vocal cords were thickened with normal mobility. No mass lesions were identified. Examination of the nose and ears revealed no abnormalities. Systemic examination of the patient did not reveal any abnormal finding.

Videolaryngoscopy confirmed the findings of indirect laryngoscopy. Routine laboratory investigations including complete hemogram, urine examination, liver function tests and renal function were within normal limits. CT scan brain was normal. A skin biopsy from one of the papular lesions over the forearm was performed and histopathological examination of the specimen revealed an ill-defined homogeneous hyaline deposition in the dermis. This material was PAS-positive and diastase resistant (Fig. 5). The epidermis showed hyperkeratosis and flattening of the rete ridges. The nodule showed pink hyaline material along the thin-walled blood vessels and adnexal structures and had a lamellar pattern (Fig. 6).
DISCUSSION

Urbach-Wiethe disease, first reported by Seibenmann in 1908, was described as a clinical entity and named it as ‘lipoidis cutis et mucosae’ by Urbach and Wiethe in 1929. Later, it was renamed as ‘lipoid proteinosis’ by Urbach. This disorder has been reported mainly in patients with a European ancestry. Although lipoid proteinosis has a worldwide distribution, most cases have been reported from South Africa and Central Europe. \(^{4,7}\) Hamada et al estimated that 25% of cases occur in South Africa, particularly in the Namaqualand region. This was found to be due to the ‘founder effect’, where a condition, rare in the original population, is carried to a new area by migration of one or more individuals within a small group and therefore becomes more common in the new population. The original carrier of this condition has been found to be one, Jacob Cloete, a German immigrant to the Cape in 1652. His great grandson Gerrit Cloete migrated to Namaqualand in 1742.
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Urbach-Wiethe disease is a rare, autosomal recessive disorder characterized by generalized thickening of skin, mucosae and certain viscera. Hamada et al mapped LP to chromosome 1q21 at D1S4985 and stated that more severe mucocutaneous LP phenotype is exhibited due to mutations outside exon 7. Pathogenetic loss-of-function mutations were identified in the extracellular matrix protein 1 (ECM1) gene. ECM1 is a glycoprotein with three varieties: ECM1a, ECM1b and ECM1c. ECM1 is expressed in the dermis, basal keratinocytes, endothelial cells and developing bones linked to keratinocyte differentiation, basement membrane regulation, collagen composition and growth-factor binding. Neurologic features do not show any specific genotype-phenotype correlation. The mutated ECM1 gene leads to deposition of hyaline material in the dermis and around blood vessels and adnexal epithelia. The patient might present with abnormal scarring and wound healing and premature aging. Due to early hyaline material laryngeal infiltration, hoarseness is present at birth or in the early infancy progressing with time. Skin changes usually appear in early life, and these initial lesions resemble impetigo, which heal with atrophic scarring. Nodular waxy lesions appear later on the face, hands, elbows and knee. Bead-like papules occur on the lid margins, which coalesce leading to a coarse thickened appearance with scarring.

Mucosal lesions present early in life. Both the cutaneous and the mucosal portions of the lips are irregularly thickened. Whitish or yellowish nodules appear on the undersurface of the tongue and on the buccal mucosa, pillars of the fauces, tonsils, uvula and epiglottis. In more severe cases, the lesions coalesce to form diffuse irregular mucosal thickenings. Induration of the frenulum of the tongue leads to restricted movement. Similar involvement of the uvula results in its retraction and near disappearance. Indirect laryngoscopy may be difficult because of the patients inability to open their mouth fully; therefore, direct laryngoscopy has to be performed under general anesthesia. Thickening and nodularity of the vocal cords and of adjacent structures are seen. Lesions are found in the interarytenoid areas and on the aryepiglottic folds. Later, the true and false cords may be involved and airway compromise may develop.

The classic and the most easily recognizable sign is the beaded papules on the eyelid margins (moniliform blepharosis) occurring in about two-third of the cases which is said to be pathognomonic. These papules are also described as ‘string of beads’ or ‘eyelid beading’. Few other ocular findings due to hyaline deposits have been described in the conjunctiva, cornea, trabeculum and retina. Later corneal opacities or secondary glaucoma, due to infiltration in the trabeculum, may appear. Deposition of hyaline material in the small bowel may lead to intestinal bleeding. Although autopsy studies have shown lipid proteinosis to be a generalized disorder with microscopic deposits of hyaline material in practically every organ, symptoms related to other viscera have not been described. Some patients may present with extracutaneous and extramucosal features mainly neurological, like epilepsy, memory loss and schizophrenic behavior, sometimes in association with intracranial calcification in the temporal lobes.

Fig. 6: Histopathological examination of the skin biopsy specimen showing pink hyaline material along the thin-walled blood vessels and adnexal structures.
lobes or hippocampus, easily detected by brain computed tomography (CT)).

Histologically, this entity is characterized by disruption/duplication of the basement membrane with deposition of hyaline material at the level of the basement membrane resulting in its thickening at the dermoeipidermal junction. This deposition is also observed in papillary dermis, surrounding capillaries and around adnexal epithelia, especially sweat coils. The hyaline material is eosinophilic, PAS-positive and diastase resistant, indicating the presence of glycoproteins. Acumulations of type IV and V collagen occur around the blood vessels and appendages.\(^2,22\)

No effective treatment is described for this disease. In a case study, successful clinical and histological improvement was observed with a continuous treatment with D-penicillamine, a chelating agent.\(^2\) Another study reported improvement after administration of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at a dose of 60 mg/kg/day.\(^2\) But, a more recent report in three patients from Turkey showed no benefit of DMSO.\(^25\) In few studies, oral etretinate have shown promising results.\(^10\) Toosi and Elsani postulated that acitretin helps in improving laryngeal lesions, improving voice when compared to other drugs.\(^26\) Although both oral dimethyl sulfoxide and oral etretinate have shown promising results, recent case reports have found them to be ineffective.\(^27\)

Excision of the lesions using microlaryngoscopy instruments has been shown to improve the airway and quality of the voice. Rarely, tracheostomy has been required to ensure a safe airway.\(^17,28\) CO\(_2\) laser has been used successfully to treat eyelid deposits in lipid proteinosis.\(^29\) Despite the variety of the reported treatment options for LP, there have been no lasting improvements or total cure.
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